
2023 GL    BAL SYMPOSIUM
ON  MOBILITY  INNOVATION



Venue Map



Session Location Key (% = ML 100, * = Towsley Auditorium, ^ = ML 101, 103, 123, $ = ML 105, 121,
! = ML 100K, & = Parking Lot)

7:30 - 8:00  Register/Check-In%

8:00 - 9:00  Breakfast/Networking%

9:00 - 9:05  Welcome*

Speaker:  Dr. Rose Bellanca, President & CEO, Washtenaw Community College (WCC)

9:05 - 9:15  Welcome/Opening Remarks*

Speaker:  Henry Liu, PhD, Director, Center for Connected and Automated Transportation  
   (CCAT)/Mcity, Professor of Civil & Environmental Engineering, University of  
   Michigan 

9:15 - 10:00  Autonomous Vehicle Caucus Fireside Chat*

   In September of 2022, a congressional caucus on Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) was  
   announced by Congresswoman Debbie Dingell (D-MI) and Congressman Bob Latta (R-OH).  
   Its goal: to educate Members of Congress to recognize the need for clear laws pertaining  
   to AVs so that the United States remains in the driver seat of these cutting-edge  
   technologies. This Fireside Chat will serve as a moderated discussion on the newly  
   formed Caucus and how members of academia, industry, and the public can participate.
Moderator:  Kristin White, Chief Operating Officer, Intelligent Transportation Society of  
   America (ITSA)
Speakers:  Congresswoman Debbie Dingell, Representative of Michigan’s 6th District, State  
   of Michigan

10:00 - 10:15 Break

2023 GL    BAL SYMPOSIUM
ON MOBILITY INNOVATION

Day One (April 4th) Schedule



10:15 - 11:15  Panel Discussion #1: The Future of AVs^

   Argo AI’s recent shutdown added more fuel to the argument coming from multiple  
   corners that AVs will never deliver on early promises to dramatically improve traffic  
   safety and reduce emissions while increasing transportation equity and accessibility.  
   Growing investments in EV technologies account for some momentum shifting away  
   from AVs. But technology challenges have dampened enthusiasm as well. Does that  
   mean we’ll never see the benefits once envisioned for AVs? Or is this a reality check that  
   could prompt more investment in research and development and a more measured  
   assessment of what will be possible and when? In other words, what is the reality?
Moderator:  Michelle Krebs, Executive Analyst, Cox Automotive
Speakers:  Sam Abuelsamid, Principal Research Analyst, Guidehouse Insights
   Keith Hadi, Vice President of Vehicle Engineering, May Mobility
   Greg Stevens, President, Causality LLC
   Bryant Walker Smith, Associate Professor of Law and Engineering, University of  
   South Carolina

10:15 - 11:15  Research Presentation #1: Promoting Inclusive Design and Deployment of CAVs for Older   
   Adults$

   This presentation focuses on a classroom project intended to build awareness of  
   and sensitivity to older adults’ needs and preferences relative to CAVs that was  
   implemented in a human-centered design course for graduate-level engineering students  
   at the University of Michigan, Dearborn. This presentation also discusses the results of an  
   education study on older drivers about connected and automated vehicle technologies.
Speakers:  Lisa Molnar, PhD, Research Associate Professor in the Behavioral Sciences Group,  
   U-M Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) 
   Ping Yi, PhD, Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Akron

11:15 - 11:30  Break

11:30 - 12:30 Panel Discussion #2: Mobility Innovation Solutions in Under-resourced Communities^

   Mobility is essential to provide individuals and communities with access to education,  
   healthcare, job opportunities, and more. Services like public transit and mobility on  
   demand can increase this access, but how can innovation better serve under-resourced  
   communities? This panel will serve as a solutions-based discussion focused on providing  
   greater mobility accessibility and equity with speakers from academia, government, and  
   industry.
Moderator:  H. Luke Shaefer, PhD, Hermann and Amalie Kohn Professor of Social Justice and  
   Social Policy, Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy at the University of Michigan
Speaker:  Tayo Fabusuyi, PhD, Assistant Research Scientist in the Human Factors Group,   



   U-M Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI)
   Tony Geara, Deputy Chief of Mobility Innovation, City of Detroit 
   Valerie Lefler, Executive Director & CEO, Feonix – Mobility Rising

11:30 - 12:30 Research Presentation #2: Integrating Connected Vehicle Data into Winter Operations  
   Maintenance Activities$

   Indiana has used connected vehicle data for the past decade to monitor winter  
   operations. This presentation will discuss how Indiana fuses connected vehicle data and  
   National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) High-Resolution Rapid Refresh  
   (HRRR) data using the Google Cloud to provide real-time winter operations dashboards.  
   The scalability of these techniques will be demonstrated using a case study from the  
   winter storm that impacted mobility across multiple states just prior to the Christmas  
   2022 Holiday.
Speaker:  Darcy Bullock, PhD, Lyles Family Professor of Civil Engineering, Purdue University

12:30 - 1:30  Lunch%

12:30 - 1:00  Advanced Transportation Center Tour A: Automotive Cybersecurity Lab!

12:30 - 1:00  Advanced Transportation Center Tour B: Advanced Manufacturing Facility!

1:30 - 2:00  Afternoon Keynote*

Speaker:  Keith Wilson, Program Manager of Global Ground Vehicle Standards, Society of  
   Automotive Engineers International

2:00 - 2:15  Break

2:15 - 3:15  Panel Discussion #3: Securing Our Electric Vehicle Ecosystem^

   Electric vehicles (EVs) are increasingly populating our streets paired with a growing,  
   supporting infrastructure. EVs and the stations that charge them come with particular  
   security and privacy challenges. This panel will highlight those security and privacy  
   challenges as well as solutions, approaches, and gaps that still need to be filled. 
Moderator:  André Weimerskirch, PhD, Vice President for Cybersecurity and Functional Safety,  
   Lear Corporation
Speakers:  Faye Francy, Executive Director, Automotive Information Sharing and Analysis  
   Center (Auto-ISAC)
   Sarah Hipel, Lead Interoperability Manager, Rivian
   Junho Hong, PhD, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of   
   Michigan-Dearborn



   Victor Murray, Assistant Director, Southwest Research Institute (SwRI)

2:15 - 3:15  Research Presentation #3: Transforming Transportation Network Equilibrium Analysis   
   Paradigm via End-to-End Learning$

   This research aims to transform the transportation network equilibrium modeling  
   paradigm via end-to-end learning. The research was motivated by observing that the  
   existing equilibrium analysis paradigm has been established via a “bottom-up” approach,  
   in which, e.g., the selection of behavior model for travel choices or the calibration of the  
   supply function, is divorced from the end goal of the model building, i.e., prescribing an  
   equilibrium flow distribution that matches observations as closely as possible. Leveraging  
   recent advancements in game theory and machine learning, the research team hopes to  
   develop an end-to-end framework that directly learns the demand- or/and supply-side 
   components and the equilibrium state from empirical data.
Speaker:  Yafeng Yin, PhD, Professor and Interim Department Chair of Civil & Environmental   
   Engineering, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor

3:15 - 3:30  Break

3:30 - 4:30  Panel Discussion #4: Freight Electrification and Its Impact on our Environment and Road  
   Infrastructure^

   Electrification of our driving environment, including freight, is accelerating rapidly. This  
   includes PepsiCo adding 100 Tesla semis to its fleet this year alone. What impact will this  
   have on our driving environment? This panel is focused on the impact that long-haul  
   freight electrification will have on our environment and road infrastructure.
Moderator:  Amelia Regan, PhD, Director of the Master in Supply Chain Transportation and  
   Logistics, University of Washington
Speakers:  Earl Adams, Jr., Deputy Administrator, Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration  
   (FMCSA)
   Maureen Marshall, Midwest Regional Senior Director, CALSTART 
   Cary Welsh, Senior Program Manager, Gladstein, Neandross & Associates   
   (GNA)
   Katie Zehnder, Technology Department Leader, Vice President, HNTB

3:30 - 4:30  Research Presentation #4: Quantifying Passenger Motion Sickness to Guide the Design of  
   AVs: The Importance of Considering Human Variability$

   As automation transforms drivers into passengers, motion sickness will become an 
   increasingly important problem. Previous research has shown that motion sickness  
   response is highly variable, but the sample sizes have been too small for robust analysis  
   of the potential effects of occupant characteristics. To address these gaps, 160 men  



   and women with a wide range of motion sickness susceptibility and age were recruited  
   for a large-scale study conducted on the Mcity test track and on-road routes. In addition  
   to quantifying their level of motion sickness on a numerical scale, participants were  
   asked to describe in words any motion-sickness-related sensations they experienced.
Speaker:  Monica Jones, PhD, Associate Research Scientist in the Biosciences Group, U-M  
   Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI)

4:30 - 4:45  Break

4:45 - 5:45  Panel Discussion #5: Global Smart Infrastructure Funding and Financing^

   As digital infrastructure is increasingly integrated into how we manage and operate  
   our assets, it will be important to have a framework for funding vs. financing. This panel  
   will explore the complexities of smart infrastructure systems, specifically how they  
   will be financed and where the sources of funding will come from. Panelists will highlight  
   the implications of the Bipartisan Infrastructure Bill and the Inflation Reduction Act and  
   will explore how the U.S. is performing compared to Japan and many European countries.
Moderator:  Peter Adriaens, PhD, Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University  
   of Michigan 
Speakers:  Elise Feldpausch, Connected Vehicle Technical Specialist, Michigan Department  
   of Transportation (MDOT)
   Jason Koenig, Founder and Managing Partner, ITE Management
   Mark de la Vergne, VP of Project Development & External Affairs, Cavnue
   Jeremy Ward, Director of Operations, P3Mobility

4:45 - 5:45  Research Presentation #5: The Safety of Vulnerable Road Users: A Data-Driven    
   Examination$

   In this talk, Dr. Bao will talk about safety issues (e.g., crash patterns and factors) related  
   to pedestrians and cyclists on US roads through crash data and naturalistic driving data  
   analysis. The set of work was supported by CCAT, Mcity, and Toyota. 
Speaker:  Shan Bao, PhD, Associate Research Scientist in the Human Factors Group, U-M   
   Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI)

5:45 - 6:00  Closing Remarks^

Speaker:  James Sayer, PhD, Director, U-M Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI)

5:45 - 6:00  Closing Remarks$

Speaker:  Henry Liu, PhD, Director, Center for Connected and Automated Transportation  
   (CCAT)/Mcity, Professor of Civil & Environmental Engineering, University of  
   Michigan



6:00 - 7:00  Strolling Dinner%

Day Two (April 5th) Schedule

Session Location Key (% = ML 100, * = Towsley Auditorium, ^ = ML 101, 103, 123, $ = ML 105, 121,
! = ML 100K, & = Parking Lot)

7:30 - 8:00  Register/Check-In%

8:00 - 9:00  Breakfast/Networking%

9:00 - 9:15  Welcome/Opening Remarks*

Speaker:  James Sayer, PhD, Director, U-M Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI)

9:15 - 9:45  General Motors/Cruise Accessibility Fireside Chat*

   In this discussion, representatives from General Motors and Cruise will discuss the  
   accessibility efforts that the organizations are making. This includes the Cruise Origin  
   which features wheelchair securement. Questions from the audience will be addressed.
Speakers:  Michele Lee, Senior Public Affairs Manager, Cruise
   Carrie Morton, Chief Engineer of Accessibility, General Motors

9:45 - 10:00  Break

10:00 - 11:00 Panel Discussion #1: Public Transit Automation^

   Public transit provides our transportation environment with a wide range of benefits  
   from reduced air pollution to decreased traffic congestion. Automation of these systems  
   brings several possibilities and challenges. This panel will highlight the benefits of  
   focusing on public transit automation versus private vehicle ownership, the challenges  
   each organization faces, and how to create a successful deployment from a design and  
   operational standpoint.
Moderator:  Meghan Grela, Autonomous Mobility Practice Lead, Via Transportation
Speakers:  Harmony Lloyd, Vice President of Planning and Innovation, SMART Bus
   Gwo-Wei Torng, PhD, Director of the Office of Mobility Innovation, Federal Transit  
   Administration (FTA)
   Satish Udpa, PhD, University Distinguished Professor and Campus Mobility  
   Director, Michigan State University
   Daisy Wall, Director of Government Business, May Mobility



10:00 - 11:00 Research Presentation #1: Impact of Autonomous Freight Delivery on Trucking    
   Operations$

   Connected truck operations bring exciting opportunities for energy savings by forming  
   platoons. While truck platooning is beneficial on corridor analyses, real-life  
   implementation of platooning depends on many factors such as additional investment  
   needed for connected infrastructure, addressing first- and last-mile delivery issues,  
   adverse weather and traffic conditions, and pavement durability capable of sustaining  
   increased truck traffic. To quantify the impact of these uncertainties, a virtual case  
   analysis is crucial. This study develops a case study and compares the operational costs  
   and benefits of connected freight to traditional trucking for actual origin-destination  
   pairs in Illinois’ Road network that span from a populated area in Chicago to a rural part in  
   central Illinois.
Speaker:  Hadi Meidani, PhD, Associate of Civil & Environmental Engineering, University of  
   Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

11:00 - 11:15  Break

11:15 - 12:15  Panel Discussion #2: Workforce Development^

   Workforce development is an essential piece of the puzzle to create more talented and  
   productive students and personnel. From the Perot Jain TechLab at Mcity program to  
   MDOT’s Transportation Diversity Recruitment Program (TDRP), there are several growth  
   opportunities in the State of Michigan and beyond. This panel will focus on workforce  
   development and the efforts that academia, government, and industry are making to  
   prepare students as they enter the ever-changing transportation space.
Moderator:  Nick Moroz, PhD, Director of Entrepreneurial Practice, Center for Entrepreneurship  
   at the University of Michigan
Speakers:  Cemre Kavvasoglu, Product Management Director of North America, Adastec
   Spencer Lucker, Director of Strategic Talent Initiatives, Michigan Economic    
   Development Corporation (MEDC)
   Amber Thelen, Organizational Development Officer, Michigan Department of   
   Transportation (MDOT)
   Daphne Tsai, Undergraduate Student in Computer Science, University of    
   Michigan-Ann Arbor

11:15 - 12:15  Transportation Security Index$

   To deploy future mobility technologies in ways that will promote transportation equity,  
   we need to better understand the landscape of transportation insecurity in the United  
   States and develop tools that will enable researchers to evaluate whether such  
   technologies are successfully moving people from transportation insecurity to  



   transportation security.
Speaker:  Alexandra Murphy, Assistant Professor in Sociology, University of Michigan-Ann  
   Arbor

12:15 - 1:15  Lunch%

12:15 - 12:45  Advanced Transportation Center Tour A: Automotive Cybersecurity Lab!

12:15 - 12:45  Advanced Transportation Center Tour B: Advanced Manufacturing Facility!

1:15 - 1:30  Afternoon Keynote*

Speaker:  Dr. Rose Bellanca, President & CEO, Washtenaw Community College (WCC)

1:30 - 2:00  Afternoon Keynote*

Speaker:  John Kwant, Executive Director - Americas, 5G Automotive Association (5GAA)

2:00 - 3:30  Student Poster Competition%

2:00 - 3:30  Research Demonstrations& %

   



   

   Demo A: Automated Wheelchair Tiedown and Occupant Restraint System (AWTORS)
   This system could be used in automated vehicles where a driver is not available to help  
   secure the wheelchair and occupant. Hardware has been designed to meet the Universal  
   Docking Interface Geometry specified in voluntary wheelchair safety standards WC18 and  
   WC19.

   Demo B: Connected Vehicle Brine Applicator
   An automated brine application system for deicing and pretreatment during winter  
   operations was developed by the Purdue CCAT team.  Participants will have the  
   opportunity to ride in the prototype sidewalk system that uses precision Real-Time  
   Kinematic (RTK) positioning to turn on and off brine applications on sidewalks.

   Demo C: Brine Applicator Tanker
   The Indiana Department of Transportation will be exhibiting their 4,500-gallon tanker   
   (and controls) that is implemented statewide on 8 tractor trailers.



   Demo D: Motion Sickness Mitigation Vehicle
   This project developed a passenger motion sickness mitigation solution that employs  
   preemptive or anticipatory control of active seats in autonomous vehicles (AVs). The  
   strategy leverages existing science on the cause of motion sickness and the vehicle was  
   tested in the Mcity Test Facility.

   Demo E: Live Traffic from State/Ellsworth%

   As part of the ATCMTD project, cameras and sensors were placed at the State/Ellsworth  
   intersection in Ann Arbor, considered to be one of the most crash-prone in the state of  
   Michigan. View real-time traffic and path prediction and how it feeds the naturalistic  
   driving environment (NDE).

   Demo F: xBOT
   This project developed a robot (xBOT) that is customized for testing autonomous- 
   connected vehicles. The xBOT platform itself is an automated-connected and modified  
   Segway Ninebot with an external shell that allows it to behave, and be perceived, as a  
   free-moving pedestrian, scooter, bicycle, motorbike, or full-sized vehicle in actual street  
   environments.

   Demo G: Mcity 2.0% 
   Thanks to a $5.1 million grant from the National Science Foundation, the Mcity Test Facility  
   is evolving into the next-generation autonomous vehicle test track. This evolution will  
   provide easy, remote access to CAV testing resources, and will help create a more  
   equitable playing field in mobility.

   Demo H: Mcity Automated Proxy Platform (MAPP)
   This demonstration will showcase some of the capabilities of the Mcity Automated Proxy  
   Platform (MAPP), a robotic ground vehicle designed to carry proxy objects for simulating  
   vulnerable road users and other dynamic objects in the Mcity Test Facility. The demo will  
   show how MAPP can move and respond to user input via remote control, API, and Web  
   Interface.

3:30 - 3:45  Break

3:45 - 4:00  Student Poster Session Award Ceremony*



4:00 - 4:15   Closing Remarks*

Speaker:  Henry Liu, PhD, Director, Center for Connected and Automated Transportation  
   (CCAT)/Mcity, Professor of Civil & Environmental Engineering, University of  
   Michigan



   Sam Abuelsamid is a principal research analyst leading Guidehouse Insights’ E-Mobility solution and contributing to the  
   Automated Vehicles solution. With a focus on automated driving, mobility services, telematics, connectivity,  
   cybersecurity, and advanced propulsion systems, Abuelsamid works with clients to help them understand emerging  
   technology trends and shape strategies. Trained as a mechanical engineer, Abuelsamid has more than two decades of  
   experience as a product development engineer in the automotive industry, working on advanced electronic control  
   systems and embedded software and architecture. Prior to joining Guidehouse Insights, he worked as an automotive  
   journalist and worked in product and technology communications at Ford and General Motors. Abuelsamid regularly  
   contributes to a number of publications, including Forbes, Automotive Engineering, and others. He holds a BSc in  
   mechanical engineering from Kettering University.

   Earl Adams, Jr. was sworn in as the Deputy Administrator for the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration on  
   February 27, 2023. He will oversee a portfolio of initiatives across the Agency’s various program offices that supports  
   FMCSA’s mission – to prevent crashes, injuries, and fatalities involving large trucks and buses. Adams has served as  
   FMCSA’s Chief Counsel since July 2021, where he was responsible for legal policy on all aspects of Agency programs  
   and activities including the development, issuance, interpretation, enforcement, and defense of the Federal Motor  
   Carrier Safety Regulations before state and federal courts. He supervised a team of approximately 50 attorneys that  
   provide legal support on budget, procurement, fiscal law, ethics, personnel and employment related matters. 

   Dr. Peter Adriaens is a Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering.  He directs the Center and Master of  
   Engineering program in Smart Infrastructure Finance, focused on efficient financing mechanisms for public and private  
   infrastructure systems.  The Center is a co-founder of the University’s FinTech Collaboratory with the FinTech Initiative  
   in the Ross School of Business and the Center on Finance, Law and Policy in the Ford School for Public Policy. He was  
   President of the Association of Environmental Science and Engineering Professors (AEESP), is a member of the  
   American Academy of Environmental Engineering, and of the Belgian Royal Academy of Applied Sciences and the Arts.  
   Previously, he was Distinguished Professor of Entrepreneurship at Sichuan University (China) and at the Research  
   Institute of the Finnish Economy (ETLA, Finland) focused on investment and financing models for green economic  
   transitioning.

   Now in her twelfth year as President and CEO, Dr. Rose B. Bellanca is responsible for the administration and strategic  
   direction of Washtenaw Community College in Ann Arbor. With its mission to make a positive difference in people’s lives  
   through accessible and excellent educational programs and services, WCC enrolls more than 19,000 students annually  
   at among the lowest tuition rates in the country. As one of the nation’s premier community colleges and the top  
   transfer school to the University of Michigan, WCC offers 137 programs, with classes both in-person and online.  
   Through specialty programs such as those in Advanced Manufacturing, Mobility, Cybersecurity and Health Sciences,  
   WCC educates students to fill workforce needs and prepares students for high-demand, high-skill careers. A forward  
   thinker, Dr. Bellanca has led initiatives such as the Advanced Transportation Center and WCC’s participation as the only  
   community college in the Center for Connected and Automated Transportation.

   Dr. Darcy Bullock earned his Ph.D. in Civil Engineering from Carnegie Mellon University in 1992. Bullock is the Lyles  
   Family Professor of Civil Engineering at Purdue University and serves as the director of the Joint Transportation  
   Research Program (JTRP). Bullock is a Registered Professional Engineer in Indiana and has 30 years of experience in  
   the industry working closely with airports, transportation agencies, the automotive industry, and private sector  
   partners. Bullock is currently leading several projects related to connected and autonomous vehicles and probe vehicle  
   analytics.

 

Speaker Bios

https://www.linkedin.com/in/samabuelsamid/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/earl-adams-jr-bb29994/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/peteradriaens/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rosebellanca/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/darcybullock/


   Congresswoman Debbie Dingell represents Michigan’s 6th Congressional District in the U.S. House of Representatives.  
   She is a member of the Energy and Commerce Committee and the Natural Resources Committee, where she leads on  
   critical issues including affordable and accessible health care, clean energy and water, domestic manufacturing and  
   supply chain resilience, and protecting our wildlife and natural resources. Growing up in beautiful Michigan, Dingell, who  
   chairs the Great Lakes Task Force, has always been an advocate for the outdoors and commits her work in  
   Congress to protecting the environment for generations. Dingell is focused on bringing people together – in Congress  
   and in her communities – to support Michigan’s families and the economy. This is most evident in her work to  
   strengthen the American auto industry, maintaining America’s competitiveness and ensuring good-paying American  
   jobs.

   Tayo Fabusuyi is a member of the research faculty at the University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute  
   (UMTRI). His research interests are in designing and implementing mobility initiatives that support sustainable  
   and resilient communities with a focus on equity and efficiency issues. His research on transportation equity examines  
   both the intersection of transportation and other domains such as housing, human services, employment, food  
   security and an intersectional analysis of transportation that address why low resourced and marginalized  
   communities are often exposed to greater harm and/or lower benefits from transportation systems. Before joining  
   UMTRI, Dr. Fabusuyi was an adjunct Economics faculty member at Carnegie Mellon University, where he received his  
   Ph.D. in Engineering and Public Policy. He is an active member of the Transportation Research Board (TRB) of the  
   National Academies Emerging and Innovative Public Transportation and Technology Committee (AP020) and the  
   subcommittee on Equity of Innovative Mobility Systems.

   As the Connected Vehicle Technical Specialist for the Michigan Department of Transportation’s statewide ITS Program  
   Office, Elise Feldpausch ensures the continued development of Michigan’s statewide connected vehicle program.  
   This program is where statewide project and device consistency operate hand in hand with the assurance that  
   Michigan continues to remain at the forefront of the national CAV conversation. She works directly with regional and  
   national efforts to move the needle on the implementation of transformational technologies. Elise began her career at  
   the ITS Program Office in 2012 with a focus on post construction asset management including, software system  
   framework development, statewide ITS device and network maintenance, and RWIS program development. Elise is a  
   licensed professional engineer with the state of Michigan and is a graduate of Michigan State University where she  
   received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Civil Engineering.

   In this position, Faye Francy serves the global automotive industry through the analysis and sharing of trusted and  
   timely cyber threat information about existing or potential cyber-related threats and vulnerabilities for on-road vehicle  
   electronics and associated networks.  The ED is actively engaged with private-sector stakeholders, partners and  
   government agencies to facilitate information sharing and strengthen the industry’s capability and capacity to detect,  
   prevent, respond to, and mitigate disruptions related to the connected vehicle and supporting infrastructure.  
   Ms. Francy builds and maintains key relationships with Chief Information Officers (CIOs), Chief Information Systems  
   Officers (CISOs), Product Development leaders, and other executives across the automotive industry responsible for  
   securing vehicles and the connected infrastructure. Prior to the Auto-ISAC, Ms. Francy stood up the Aviation-ISAC while  
   at Boeing.

   Tony Geara currently serves as the Deputy Chief of Mobility Innovation at the City of Detroit. He is a professional  
   engineer who comes into the mobility realm with a diverse background in CAV, ITS, and Transportation Planning.  
   After over a decade in consulting, he made the move to public service to lead and grow Intelligent Transportation  
   Systems (ITS) and Smart City efforts for the City of Detroit. He has brought the private sector momentum into the  
   public service sphere to help envision and build the future of #DetroitMobility through innovation, sustainability, and  
   equity. Throughout his career, Tony has led diverse teams through multiple traffic, ITS, and mobility projects, both  
   locally and internationally. His passion centers around promoting safety and efficiency, human-centered design and  
   engagement, and actively interacting with residents and stakeholders for the betterment of the community, where   
   every voice matter.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tayo-fabusuyi-4755b46/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/elise-feldpausch-63a6b033/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/faye-francy-a390402/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tonygeara/


   As lead of Via’s Autonomous Mobility practice, Meghan Grela works to bring autonomous technology to mass transit.  
   This includes enabling Via’s partners — cities, transit agencies and operators — to leverage the benefits of integrating  
   driverless technology with Via-powered shared mobility. She and her team design turnkey autonomous services to  
   meet local transit needs, build customized tools for riders and safety operators, and source optimal vehicles from Via’s  
   AV partner ecosystem. Prior to Via, Meghan worked in management consulting. She is a graduate of Dartmouth College.

   Keith Hadi is Vice President of Vehicle Engineering for May Mobility, Inc. He was appointed to the position in October of  
   2021 and is responsible for overseeing vehicle engineering, production, launch, and fleet solutions engineering. Prior to  
   joining May Mobility, Hadi was Director of ADAS Product Development at HARMAN International and held various ADAS,  
   engineering, and engineering management roles at Veoneer, Hella, Bosch, and Daimler Chrysler. He holds a BS and MS in  
   Electrical Engineering from Oakland University and an Executive MBA from Michigan State University.

   Sarah Hipel is a highly experienced engineer in the Battery Electric Vehicle field. She has a strong passion for e-Mobility  
   and is a public key infrastructure subject matter expert. Sarah has a background in high voltage charging, EVSE  
   (Electric Vehicle Service Equipment) development, commercial vehicle design, and advanced charging control  
   strategies. Sarah currently serves as the Lead Interoperability Manager for Rivian, where she leads commercial and  
   technical efforts on mobility infrastructure. She is responsible for leading charging integrations across fleet and  
   passenger vehicle programs and providing technical oversight for EV and EVSE development projects. Sarah is also the  
   Co-Chair and a Subject Matter Expert for the Society of Automotive Engineering’s Public Key Infrastructure (Cyber  
   Physical Security) working group. She co-chairs the SAE OpenPKI CRP to establish a secure and interoperable Public Key  
   Infrastructure and collaborates closely with industry, academic, and government stakeholders to implement, measure,  
   and track it.

   Junho Hong is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at the University of  
   Michigan–Dearborn. He received his Ph.D. degree in Cybersecurity of Substation Automation Systems in Electrical  
   Engineering from Washington State University, Pullman in 2014. During 2014-2019, he worked with ABB where he  
   provided technical project leadership and supported strategic corporate technology development/productization in  
   the areas related to cyber-physical security for critical infrastructure and EV charging stations. He has been working  
   on cybersecurity of energy delivery systems with the Department of Energy (DOE) as Principal Investigator (PI) and  
   Co-PI in the areas of smart grids, microgrids, and high-power EV chargers. He has 13 US patents and serves in multiple  
   Cigre working groups. He also received Distinguished Research Team Award (2023) and External Research Funding  
   Award (2022) from the University of Michigan-Dearborn.

   Monica L.H. Jones is has over 10 years of experience conducting research studies relating to humans in engineered  
   systems. Motivated by eight years of practice as an industrial engineer in the automotive industry, Dr. Jones’ approach  
   to research is solution-oriented and based on detailed, accurate quantification of human interactions with products  
   and workspaces. Dr. Jones’ research spans human factors, vehicle occupant protection, engineering anthropometry,  
   and human modeling for vehicle design and other areas of ergonomics, including consumer products and tools to  
   facilitate the design of industrial workplaces. Although her research addresses the population as whole, she has  
   prioritized vulnerable populations, including child passengers and obese occupants, as well as military and law  
   enforcement personnel. Dr. Jones has recent and current industry-sponsored projects focused on quantifying vehicle  
   occupant behavior and/or response in automated vehicles (AVs).

https://www.linkedin.com/in/meghangrela/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/keith-hadi-a2886b15/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sarah-hipel-55963843/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/junhohong/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/monica-jones-834a9625/


   Cemre Kavvasoglu is the Product Management Director, North America at Adastec Corporation. Mr. Kavvasoglu has over  
   five years of experience in autonomous vehicles in the private sector as well as working with autonomous technologies  
   during his undergraduate and graduate education. Prior to joining Adastec, Mr. Kavvasoglu worked as an Autonomous  
   Driving Development Engineer at AVL. After that, he worked as Autonomous Driving Software Engineer and Technical  
   Product Manager at Adastec in Istanbul, where he managed several EU deployments. In 2022, Kavvasoglu was  
   promoted to Product Management Director, North America, where he is responsible for managing deployments and OEM  
   relations in North America, such as the one at Michigan State University.  Mr. Kavvasoglu has a Bachelor of Science  
   in Mechatronics Engineering and a Master of Science in Power Electronics and Clean Energy Systems, and he is  
   currently pursuing his Ph.D. in Mechatronics Engineering.

   Jason Koenig has spent his career working in private equity and asset management. He is the founder and managing  
   partner of ITE Management, an investment firm that targets transportation and industrial assets, companies, and  
   related services, that currently manages over $5 billion of assets. Throughout his investment career, Mr. Koenig’s  
   investments ranged across a variety of industries including industrial, manufacturing, metals, mining, financial,  
   telecommunications, robotics, and consumer and retail. Jason earned an M.B.A. from the Wharton Business School, a  
   J.D. from the University of Michigan Law School and a B.B.A. from the University of Michigan. He has served on and  
   advised both profit and not-for-profit boards and lectured at the Wharton Business School.

   Michelle Krebs is executive analyst for Cox Automotive, based in Detroit. An award-winning automotive writer, Krebs  
   is a frequent guest on CNN, CNBC, FOX and other news programs. Before joining Cox Automotive, Krebs was a senior  
   analyst and editor for Edmunds.com. She reviewed cars for The New York Times and participated in the selection  
   of Motor Trend’s Car/Truck of the Year. She was a reporter and editor for Automotive News. She served as president of  
   the Society of Automotive Analysts and the Automotive Press Association. She is a graduate of Syracuse University.

   John Kwant is the 5G Automotive Association Executive Director Americas. In this role, he represents the 5GAA  
   vision for connected and automated mobility and transport in the Americas. In his previous roles, John Kwant served  
   as Ford’s Global Director of Government Relations for Mobility and Advanced Technologies. In this Washington D.C, based  
   role, he was responsible for advocating Ford’s Federal positions on Autonomous and Connected Vehicle regulatory  
   matters as well as Urban Mobility issues. Previously, Mr. Kwant spent over 10 years in Ford’s Asia Pacific Group in a  
   variety of roles including Director of Asia-Pacific Integration, Director of International Government Affairs for Asia- 
   Pacific Matters in Washington, D.C., Regional Vice President for Government Affairs for Ford’s Asia-Pacific Operations  
   based in Shanghai, and Director of Strategy & Business Development and Planning Group for Asia-Pacific which was  
   based in Dearborn.
   
   Michele Lee is the Senior Public Affairs Manager focused on Accessibility at Cruise. In partnership with GM, she  
   cultivates relationships with key advocates, community organizations, and experts representing the full diversity of  
   the disability community to build a more accessible self driving car service. Michele is long time disability rights  
   advocate, she has used a power wheelchair for almost twenty years after a spinal cord injury from a motor vehicle  
   accident. Based in Chicago, Michele also currently serves on the Board of the Chicago Transit Authority. Combining  
   a professional background in corporate and nonprofit organizations with a long passion for disability rights advocacy  
   she is working towards an equitable inclusive transportation future.

   Valerie Lefler is the Executive Director and CEO of Feonix - Mobility Rising. Ms. Lefler is an international expert in  
   mobility as a service and transportation equity. In just its first five years, Feonix has launched programs in 9 states with  
   notable funders, including the National Aging and Disability Transportation Center, Easterseals, the AARP Office of Driver  
   Safety, Toyota North America, Centene Corporation, and the Michigan Department of Transportation. Lefler was  
   featured by Smithsonian Magazine as one of the “Top 9 Innovators to Watch” and has also been highlighted in  
   publications such as the New York Times and the Christian Science Monitor.
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   Harmony Lloyd is the Vice President of Planning and Innovation for the Suburban Mobility Authority for Regional  
   Transportation (SMART), the public transit agency serving metro Detroit. She has seventeen years of progressive  
   leadership in the non-profit and public transportation sectors. Harmony has served in leadership positions at the RTA  
   of SE Michigan and the Flint Mass Transportation Authority (MTA). While at MTA, Harmony led the creation of Rides to  
   Wellness – a microtransit health and wellness public transportation service. Under Harmony’s leadership, Rides to  
   Wellness grew from a small pilot project to a sustainable transit program that provides over 175,000 rides a year to Flint  
   residents. Harmony has served as a Board Member for Disability Network and a Panel Chair for the National Academy of  
   Science Transportation Research Board. She currently serves as Vice President of the Michigan Public Transit  
   Association. 

   Spencer Lucker is a passionate public servant and community builder, who serves as director of strategic talent  
   initiatives for Michigan Economic Development Corporation (MEDC) and a leader of its Talent Action Team. MEDC’s TAT is  
   investing in Michigan’s greatest natural resource, its people, through collaborative partnerships with the PK-12 system,  
   higher education institutions, workforce agencies and employers. Spencer leads the TAT’s strategy for PK-12 alignment   
   and talent attraction and retention efforts to ensure Michiganders pursue their career goals in the Great Lakes State.  
   He draws on diverse experience across urban and rural communities. Prior to joining MEDC, he was director of employer  
   engagement for Detroit at Work, where he engaged partners in high-growth industries to design the City’s strategy  
   to recruit quality jobs and create opportunities for Detroiters to pursue meaningful careers. Spencer has also worked  
   on entrepreneurship and workforce development across the Mississippi River Delta and in Washington, DC.

   Maureen Marshall Maureen Marshall serves as CALSTART’s Midwest Regional Senior Director.  At CALSTART, Maureen  
   leads all clean transportation related projects for the Midwest, as well as national activities focused on connected  
   and automated accessible transportation.  She is a veteran in the automotive industry and brings a wealth of  
   experience and knowledge in key technology sectors and with organizations that focused on clean transportation,  
   including with vehicle OEMs, tier suppliers and consulting work.  She has held engineering positions with both Ford and  
   Chrysler (DaimlerChrysler), where she played a leading role Chrysler’s electric vehicle program in the 1990’s and she  
   has also worked on advanced global powertrains, electrical and vehicle testing systems.  Her work in connected and  
   automated vehicle technology began over 20 years ago when she worked at Siemens, HARMAN, and Booz Allen } 
   Hamilton, where she led work with the U.S. Army at TARDEC.

   Dr. Hadi Meidani is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering at the University of  
   Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He earned his Ph.D. in Civil Engineering and his M.S. in Electrical Engineering from the  
   University of Southern California (USC) in 2012. Prior to joining UIUC, he was a postdoctoral research associate in the  
   Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering at USC in 2012- 2013 and in the Scientific Computing and 
   Imaging Institute at the University of Utah in 2013-2014. He is the recipient of the NSF CAREER Award to study fast  
   computational models for energy-transportation systems. He is also the recipient of the student paper award in  
   probabilistic methods at the ASCE Engineering Mechanics Institute Conference in 2012. His research interests are  
   uncertainty quantification, scientific machine learning, and decision-making under uncertainty.

   Dr. Lisa J. Molnar is a Research Associate Professor at the University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute  
   and holds an Adjunct position as Research Associate Professor in the Department of Psychology. Dr. Molnar received  
   a BA in Sociology from Michigan State University, a Master of Health Services Administration in Public Health Policy  
   and Administration from the University of Michigan, and a PhD from Monash University in Australia in Public Health with  
   an emphasis on road safety. Dr. Molnar has over 30 years of experience in conducting research on traffic safety and  
   road user behavior. She has worked on a variety of projects focusing on: older driver safety and mobility; behavioral  
   effects and safety outcomes associated with traffic laws, policies, and programs; use and perceptions of vehicle  
   technology to improve driver safety; occupant protection; adolescent driving behavior; and prevention of alcohol- 
   impaired driving. She has authored more than 200 scholarly publications.
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   As Director of Entrepreneurial Practice, Nick Moroz manages all of the Center for Entrepreneurship’s co-curricular  
   programs including the Entrepreneurs Leadership Program, Global Treks, and TechLab. Nick is an experienced innovator  
   and entrepreneur of manufacturing and advanced materials technologies and has often played the role of technical  
   founder. He is driven by his dedication to share his entrepreneurial experiences with students and startups to benefit  
   the greater entrepreneurial ecosystem. Previously, he co-founded Detroit Materials and helped develop a patented  
   portfolio of high-strength low-alloy (HSLA) structural steels for demanding applications in the automotive, defense,  
   off-highway, tooling, and transportation industries. Prior to Detroit Materials, Nick co-founded CSquared Innovations, a  
   University of Michigan advanced battery and materials manufacturing spin-off. Nick was also President of  
   Breakthroughs for Humanity Management, Inc., a research and development firm focusing on commercializing  
   disruptive clean energy innovations for fuel management, plastics recycling, and hydrogen production. 

   In this first-of-its-kind role, Carrie Morton leads GM’s Accessibility Center of Excellence. Opened in October 2021, the  
   center works across the entire organization to champion both the voices and concerns of all customer types— 
   especially those who might not have been included in the past—in an initiative known internally as “Zero Barriers.”  
   Morton honed her automotive background working in engine development for 10 years. Then, she ventured into  
   academia where she led research initiatives in mobility, driverless vehicles and how to unlock barriers to driving using  
   new technology. Now, she guides General Motors in making these concepts a reality.

   Alexandra K. Murphy, PhD is an Assistant Professor in Sociology and in the Ford School of Public Policy (by courtesy)  
   and a Faculty Affiliate of the Population Studies Center at the University of Michigan. Murphy’s research draws on  
   ethnographic methods to examine how poverty and inequality are experienced, structured, and reproduced. One line  
   of research investigates the new suburban poverty and has focused on variations in social service responses to rising  
   poverty; how suburban living uniquely shapes the experience of poverty; how suburbs are managing the economic  
   and racial changes they are experiencing; and the theoretical, conceptual, and methodological issues suburban  
   poverty raises for a sociological understanding of geography and inequality. Another line of research examines the  
   causes and consequences of transportation insecurity among people living below the poverty line.

   Mr. Victor Murray is an assistant director at Southwest Research Institute and is a Certified Information Systems  
   Security Professional (CISSP). He has over 15 years of experience leading the development and testing of embedded  
   systems. He has performed penetration tests and risk assessments, developed secure systems, and performed  
   cybersecurity related research. He has supported projects across multiple industries including commercial automotive,  
   industrial control, space, defense, aerospace, and transportation. Mr. Murray has led many projects including  
   penetration testing on electric vehicle battery management systems, applying cybersecurity best practices to  
   automated ground vehicles, and developing automotive intrusion detection systems.

   Professor Emerita of Computer Science and Transportation Systems Engineering at the University of California,  
   Irvine, Amelia Regan recently took on a new position as the director of the Master in Supply Chain Transportation  
   and Logistics at the University of Washington.  Her current research interests include robot routing in automated  
   warehouses, optimal contracting for freight transportation, logistics systems optimization, machine learning tools for  
   logistics systems, technologies enabling automated driving, pedestrian and cyclist safety and sustainable  
   transportation systems. Her research has been supported by various sources including the National Science  
   Foundation, the Transportation Research Board and JB Hunt Inc., and has been published in more than 175 refereed  
   journal articles and conference proceedings.  Before her career in academia she was a software engineer and research  
   analyst with UPS and the Association of American Railroads. She is a collaborator and advisor to Next Generation  
   Robotics (NGR.ai), a new logistics optimization company.
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   Jim Sayer is Director of the University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI). In addition, he conducts  
   both basic and translational research in the areas of advanced vehicle safety systems, human interaction with highly  
   automated vehicles, connected vehicle and infrastructure technology, naturalistic driving behavior, driver distraction,  
   and pedestrian safety. He is an internationally recognized leader in the conduct and evaluation of field operational  
   tests of vehicle safety systems, connected vehicle technology, and the study of naturalistic driving behavior. He also  
   has an appointment as Adjunct Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering. In addition to his role as Director, Jim  
   Sayer has been engaged for more than a decade in the deployment of connected technology (V2X) in both vehicles  
   and the infrastructure. He served as the PI of the Connected Vehicle Safety Pilot Model Deployment, as well as the  
   subsequent versions of connected deployments in the City of Ann Arbor.

   H. Luke Shaefer, Ph.D. is the Hermann and Amalie Kohn Professor of Social Justice and Social Policy and Associate  
   Dean for Academic Affairs at the Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy at the University of Michigan. At U-M, he is  
   also a professor of social work and the inaugural director of Poverty Solutions, an interdisciplinary initiative that  
   partners with communities and policymakers to find new ways to prevent and alleviate poverty. Through Poverty  
   Solutions, Shaefer acted as a special counselor on anti-poverty policy to the director of the Michigan Department of  
   Health and Human Services from 2019-2021. Shaefer’s research on poverty and social welfare policy in the United  
   States has been published in top peer-reviewed academic journals in the fields of public policy, social work, public  
   health, health services research, and history.

   Greg Stevens is the President of Causality LLC which provides Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) consulting.  
   One of his current clients is Mcity where he is providing strategic advice on opportunities to enhance their industry  
   focus. Prior to this, Greg spent 34 years at Ford Motor Company where he rose to Chief Engineer ADAS Features. He  
   has over 14 years of experience developing ADAS features spanning the Automated Driving Levels from 0 through 4.  
   He managed a global portfolio of advanced features that assist with difficult tasks (eg- trailering & parking), automate  
   repetitive work (eg- highway driving), and help the driver avoid accidents. At Ford, he built his ADAS team up from an  
   original core of 25 engineers in Dearborn into a global organization of 225 engineers in Dearborn, Palo Alto, Germany,  
   and China. Greg received his BSE degree from Princeton University and his MSE from Stanford University.

   Amber Thelen is the Organizational Development (OD) Officer at the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT).   
   Amber is the very first OD Officer at MDOT.  Recognizing the rapidly changing world of work, workforce, and talent  
   pools, MDOT created Amber’s position and office in 2019 to lead the development and implementation of MDOT’s  
   Workforce and Succession Planning System, known internally as the “MDOT House”. Amber and her team are  
   responsible for a wide range of OD services including workforce development, recruitment, learning and development,  
   employee engagement, employee acknowledgement programs, organizational and team effectiveness, strategic  
   planning, change management, and lean process improvement. She graduated from Alma College with a Bachelor’s  
   Degree in Political Science and Economics and has a Master’s Degree in Public Administration from Western Michigan  
   University.

   Gwo-Wei Torng joined the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) Federal Transit Administration (FTA) in  
   2014 as the Director for Mobility Innovation in the Office of Research, Demonstration and Innovation. As office  
   director, he manages the FTA mobility research portfolio that includes several current FTA research priorities, such as  
   Strategic Transit Automation Research (STAR), Mobility, Access and Transportation Insecurity (MATI), and Mobility  
   on Demand (MOD). Prior to joining FTA, Gwo-Wei was a private sector consultant focusing on Intelligent Transportation  
   Systems (ITS) project management, systems engineering, and technology strategies and deployment for public  
   transportation.  Gwo-Wei received his doctoral degree in transportation planning and a graduate certificate in ITS from  
   the University of Michigan.
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   Daphne Tsai is a third-year undergraduate student at the University of Michigan studying Computer Science. Her  
   research and career interests include applications of deep learning and computer vision in the autonomous vehicle  
   space with a focus on 3D perception. She was previously an undergraduate researcher at UMTRI working on fast  
   and unbiased computer vision algorithms and a 2022 TechLab at Mcity cohort fellow. At TechLab, she designed an  
   improved model for traffic light recognition through sensor fusion by combining deep learning and V2X communication  
   for Adastec’s L4 automated bus. Currently, she is on the University’s M-fly project team, utilizing deep learning to  
   enhance the autonomous aircraft’s object detection and classification abilities in preparation for the AUVSI-SUAS  
   competition this June. She plans to pursue her Master’s in Computer Science after graduating with her bachelor’s  
   degree this April and work in the autonomous vehicle industry as a perception engineer.

   Satish S. Udpa serves as a University Distinguished Professor at Michigan State University (MSU) and Campus Mobility  
   Director. Prior to reverting to his current position in October 2019, he served in many administrative capacities at MSU  
   including Acting President, Executive Vice President for Administration, Dean of the College of Engineering, and Chair  
   of the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. He also served as the President of the Michigan State  
   University Foundation. As Mobility Director he has championed major initiatives to catalyze several mobility related  
   activities on campus. He is a Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), American Society for  
   Nondestructive Testing (ASNT), and the Indian Society of Nondestructive Testing. He is a Fellow of the National Academy  
   of Inventors. He serves as a member of Michigan Governor’s Council on Future Mobility and Electrification.
 
   Mark de la Vergne is the VP of Project Development & External Affairs at Cavnue. Prior to joining Cavnue, he served  
   as Detroit Mayor Duggan’s Chief of Mobility Innovation where he established the nationwide blueprint for delivering  
   resident-centered mobility innovation. De la Vergne led the development of a number of major initiatives, including  
   launching a regional fare pass with a mobile option, implementing a number of public private partnerships with private  
   mobility companies, and assisting with the growth of micro mobility across the City. Previously, he led the national  
   transportation planning practice of a boutique consulting firm, working with city leaders across the country to improve  
   mobility and accessibility. De la Vergne has a B.S. in Engineering from the University of Pennsylvania.
 
   Bryant Walker Smith is an associate professor in the School of Law and (by courtesy) the School of Engineering at the  
   University of South Carolina, as well as an affiliate scholar at the Center for Internet and Society at Stanford Law  
   School. Trained as a lawyer and an engineer, Smith advises cities, states, countries, and the United Nations on emerging  
   transport technologies. He coauthored the globally influential levels of driving automation, drafted a model law for  
   automated driving, and taught the first legal course dedicated to automated driving [pdf] (in 2012). Smith is currently  
   writing on what it means for a company to be trustworthy. His publications are available at newlypossible.org.

   Daisy Wall works with transit agencies, cities, Departments of Transportation and other public entities to build and  
   execute on the vision for sustainable, accessible, safe and reliable mobility through autonomy. At May, she  
   leads national business development, and policy and advocacy for the Government sector. Her days are filled with  
   forging partnerships, filling transportation gaps, and working with industry leaders to shape the evolving AV landscape.  
   Daisy has nearly fifteen years of experience in mobility, in different leadership roles. Prior to May, she was Head of  
   Market Expansion at Uber Transit as well as Chief Revenue Officer at Routematch where she focused on ITS and on  
   demand technologies. She has worked on numerous regional and federally funded mobility programs which  
   complement existing transit networks and provide positive social outcomes. Daisy is on the Board of the Autonomous  
   Vehicle Industry Association (AVIA).
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   Jeremy Ward is the Director of Operations at P3Mobility where he builds innovative technical products and business  
   models for the CAV ecosystem that improve safety, mobility, and sustainability. He is a key member of the team  
   working with UMTRI to deliver the Smart Intersections Project. He has 10 years of experience as a technology product  
   and implementation manager. He worked as a technology consultant with Deloitte’s government practice to design,  
   build and launch large tech initiatives in the public sector. He has also been a product manager at Amazon and a  
   consultant to public-private partnerships around the world. He hopes to use his skills and experiences to make positive  
   changes for the world with technology. He holds an MBA from the Ross School of Business at the University of Michigan  
   and a BS in Industrial Engineering from the University of Illinois. Jeremy lives in Denver with his wife, daughter, and dog.

   Dr. André Weimerskirch is Vice President for Platform Software, Cybersecurity and Functional Safety at Lear  
   Corporation. Before that, André established the transportation cybersecurity group at the University of Michigan  
   Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) and still holds an Adjunct Associate Research Scientist appointment at  
   UMTRI. André also co-founded the embedded systems security company ESCRYPT in 2004 which was sold to Bosch  
   in 2012. André is active in all areas of automotive and transportation cybersecurity and privacy, he is a main designer of  
   the American vehicle-to-vehicle SCMS security system, published numerous articles in automotive and embedded  
   cyber security, is co-founder of the American workshop on embedded security in cars (escar USA), chairs the Mcity  
   cybersecurity working group at the University of Michigan, and is an advisory board member at Block Harbor  
   Cybersecurity.

   Cary Welsh is a Senior Program Manager with Gladstein, Neandross & Associates (GNA), a clean transportation and  
   energy consulting firm based in Los Angeles. He comes with a background in environmental sustainability, systems,  
   and economics from Michigan State University. Over the past 4 years, Cary has worked with some of GNA’s leading  
   OEM, Fleet, and Public Agency clients on clean fleet strategy and sustainability, market analysis, incentive research,  
   grant  applications, and project management. While at GNA, Cary has also participated in and managed over $70 million  
   in grant applications for clean transportation projects that include zero and near-zero emission technology for on-road   
   vehicles, off-road equipment, and infrastructure, as well as contributing to the development of projects that include  
   some of the first ZE freight deployments in the US.

   Kristin White is Chief Operations Officer of ITS America where she oversees policy, advocacy, regulatory affairs,  
   membership, events and education, and DEI work and supports the organizational and financial health of the  
   organization. Previously, she led the development of Minnesota’s transportation innovation program, the Connected  
   and Automated Vehicle Office (CAV-X), served as legal counsel for Minnesota DOT, worked in the city of Minneapolis  
   in civil rights and economic development, and practiced law in the private sector. Kristin’s work includes the  
   development of AASHTO’s Connected and Automated Vehicle Guiding Principles and Mid-America Association of State  
   Transportation Official’s 10-Year Strategic Plan for Connected and Automated Vehicles. She has won awards for  
   procurement innovation from National Association for State Procurement Officials, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, and  
   AASHTO.

   As Program Manager at SAE International, Keith Wilson coordinates cooperative research projects and standards  
   activities related to advancing automotive technologies and support for the development of technical standards.   
   Keith’s responsibilities include business development initiatives and management of large scale cooperative research  
   projects involving OEMs, suppliers, laboratories, government agencies and academic institutions. Keith is involved in  
   developing innovative business strategies surrounding various vehicle technologies such as advanced driver assistance  
   systems, connected and automated vehicle technology, electro-mobility, EV / Hybrid vehicle charging and lithium ion  
   battery systems. Keith’s role at SAE International also includes program management for verification of new industry  
   standards and government / industry cooperative research programs.   Keith also regularly engages with senior level  
   managers of government agencies (DOE, DOT, NHTSA, EPA, DOD, etc.) to provide research project status reports, build   
   relationships and to discuss research projects and standardization needs.
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   Dr. Ping Yi is a professor in the Dept. of Civil Engineering of The Univ. of Akron. His research is mainly focused on traffic  
   control and safety, sensor and information technologies, and system reliability and statistical data modeling.  Dr. Yi  
   obtained his M.S. degree from Washington State University and PhD from University of Minnesota. Prior to joining  
   academia, Dr. Yi served as a project manager in Minnesota DOT on sensors testing and ITS technology applications. In  
   recent years Dr. Yi has been actively involved in research concerning safe operation of connected and automated  
   vehicles and their interactions with conventional vehicles and users in built environment. Dr. Yi has published widely  
   and authored over 200 scholarly publications.

   Dr. Yafeng Yin’s research interest is modeling and optimization of multimodal urban transportation systems for  
   achieving efficiency and sustainability. His research has yielded more than 120 refereed papers in leading academic  
   journals. Dr. Yin is the Editor-in-Chief of Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies, Department Editor of  
   Service Science, and Associate Editor of Transportation Science. He was elected to serve on the prestigious  
   International Advisory Committee of the International Symposium of Transportation and Traffic Theory (ISTTT) in 2017.  
   Dr. Yin received his Ph.D. from the University of Tokyo, Japan in 2002, his master’s and bachelor’s degrees from  
   Tsinghua University, Beijing, China in 1996 and 1994 respectively.

   Katie Zehnder has almost 25 years of experience with HNTB leading teams to achieve innovative and complex  
   transportation infrastructure and modernization programs. The past seven years these programs have focused on  
   smart cities, electrification, and most recently advanced air mobility - many with equity and greenhouse gas goals.  
   Katie lives in Columbus, Ohio with her husband, Don, and their 10-year old, Ashley Marie.
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Demonstrator Bios
   Dr. Darcy Bullock earned his Ph.D. in Civil Engineering from Carnegie Mellon University in 1992. Bullock is the Lyles  
   Family Professor of Civil Engineering at Purdue University and serves as the director of the Joint Transportation  
   Research Program (JTRP). Bullock is a Registered Professional Engineer in Indiana and has 30 years of experience in  
   the industry working closely with airports, transportation agencies, the automotive industry, and private sector  
   partners. Bullock is currently leading several projects related to connected and autonomous vehicles and probe vehicle  
   analytics.

 
   Dr. Kathleen Klinich has 32 years’ experience in the field of occupant protection. Much of her research has addressed  
   occupant safety for vulnerable populations, including children, pregnant women, and people with disabilities. She  
   has expertise in analyzing crash and injury data to identify emerging patterns, particularly as they relate to deployment  
   of automated vehicles and correlate with socioeconomic status factors.  Dr. Klinich has served as principal investigator  
   or collaborating researcher on over 50 projects during her time at UMTRI. She has experience in leading and managing  
   projects, preparing reports and presentations, literature reviews, laboratory testing with volunteers, design of  
   experiments, and statistical analysis of data. Because of her background and expertise in technical writing, she usually  
   takes a leading role in project reporting efforts. She has developed UMTRI’s 508 Compliance Plan and associated  
   trainings, and has served as quality assurance lead on several recent projects.

   Sridhar Lakshmanan is an Educator, Researcher, Mentor and Entrepreneur. He is on the faculty of the Electrical  
   and Computer Engineering Department at the University of Michigan – Dearborn. His expertise lies in intelligent  
   systems: autonomous-connected vehicles, robots, intelligent transportation systems, and smart cities. He has won  
   many awards for his work at the University. His publications on automotive radar won the 2001 Best Paper Award from  
   the IEEE Vehicular Electronics Society, on semi-truck platooning won the 2019 GVSETS Conference Best Paper Award  
   from NDIA, and on lightweight transport robot the 2021 GVSETS Conference Best Paper Award from NDIA. He has served  
   as a Project Director and Principal Investigator on a number of grants and contracts from various U.S. Government  
   agencies, Defense Contractors, and Automotive Companies. Sridhar got his Ph.D. in Electrical and Computer Engineering  
   from the University of Massachusetts – Amherst in 1991.

   Ryan Lewis is Mcity’s Web and Robotics Developer, and a 2nd year Robotics Master’s Student in the University of  
   Michigan’s College of Engineering. He earned his Master’s in Computer Science in 2021, and his Bachelor’s in Computer  
   Science and Computational Mathematics in 2019, both from Northern Illinois University. Ryan interned as a Software  
   Developer for Teradyne and State Farm as an undergrad, but eventually decided to focus on research. He worked as  
   a Research Assistant in NIU’s Data, Devices, and Interactions Laboratory (ddiLab). At the same time, he conducted  
   research at Argonne National Laboratory, working on projects—including his Master’s Thesis—in the Computing,  
   Environment, and Life Sciences Directorate and Leadership Computing Facility. He has a broad array of research  
   experience and interests, including Robotic Software Development; Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, and 3D Printing  
   for Information Visualization; High Performance Computing; and Data Science and Machine Learning.

   Greg McGuire is responsible for the safe and smooth operation of Mcity, directing the incredible team that makes Mcity  
   run. This includes the public/private partnership, as well as labs like the Mcity Test Facility, the University of Michigan’s  
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